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A Word from our guest author

I have a friend who went to charm school. For real. I’m not certain it worked for her. She is a charming 
person in many ways but this education mainly causes her to become visibly annoyed when people use 
the wrong fork. She worries a lot about what everyone else should be doing, which I think may be the 
opposite of the point.

While my friend was attending actual charm school, I was attending detective school. Sort of. When I was 
ten years old, my father started leaving his used paperbacks in my room. Nero Wolfe and Spenser novels 
arrived most often, by far. John D. MacDonald, Gregory Mcdonald, Ross Macdonald (so many Donalds), 
Lawrence Sanders and Ed McBain made appearances. I sought out Chandler and Hammett on my own. 
Agatha Christie, and other more delicate writers, my dad borrowed from me.

If you’re wondering what a ten year old takes away from all those detective novels--aside from that Archie 
Goodwin is, full-stop, the best--the answer may surprise you. Not unlike charm school, those books were 
lessons in how to behave.

Spenser (first name unmentioned, at least in the early books) was obsessed with the ideas of autonomy 
and being a good man. He meant good person, really. Many of the Spenser novels ask how an 
independent person determines, and lives by, an ethical code. One book is barely a mystery, focusing 
instead on a neglected young teenager who Spenser takes under his wing for a summer in order to give 
him what he needs to parent himself.

The Wolfe books are also about autonomy and choice, as are the works of Chandler and Hammett and the 
Mc/MacDdonalds. Because Wolfe is nearly always in his home, and his legman Archie Goodwin roams the 
streets of New York, the Wolfe books add the question where we stop and our environment begins. Wolfe 
likes to stay in a place where makes all the rules, whereas Archie is, in his own words, “always at home 
wherever I am.”

When you’re staring at the oncoming train of puberty and, in particular, if you’re starting to feel your 
parents’ answers to life might not be for you, these questions are grabbers. What kind of person will I be? 
What are my options? Is it possible to live a life in which no one gets to tell me what to do? (To sum up: 
not if you enjoy running water and electricity. No.) >>
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For me, these books addressed questions both large and small. Spenser introduced multi-grain bread 
and cheeses other than cheddar to my world (it was a long time ago and my parents were conservative 
in many ways. Don’t judge.) Nero Wolfe burned a dictionary because it misdefined “infer” and Archie 
Goodwin taught me what to do should the police ever question me: nothing. “Ask me which I prefer for 
breakfast, ham or bacon, and I’ll stand mute.”

The detectives taught me what courtesy to a guest looked like. They also taught me what impertinent and 
leading questions were, and that I should resent them.

I picked up mantras and guiding principles. “People aren’t one thing.” “I can dodge folly without backing 
into fear.” “The point of fashion is to wear clothes which make other people want to get them off you.”

It wasn’t charm school. I only have the vaguest idea of which fork to use (you work from the outside in, 
I think) and, frankly, I’m uncomfortable as soon as I see more than two. I left detective school feeling 
prepared for a lot of other things, though, and I think it’s served me well.

GAYLEEN FROESE is the author of the paranormal mysteries Touch and Grayling Cross. Her third novel, 
the Dominion, is set for release in late 2014. She lives in Edmonton with a friend and her dogs: Spenser, 
Dashiell and Archie.

>>
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 Monday evening after five o’clock, Louisa arrived at the home of Stephen and Beverly Nash, a 
brick ranch house in rolling country. She parked the Corolla in the gravel drive that led to the carport. The 
yard and flowerbeds were neatly raked. As buds swelled on the maple trees, and the green tips of bulbs 
peeped from the soil, the place looked ready for spring to burst.

 Louisa followed a brick path to the front, pressed the doorbell, and waited on the brick stoop. A 
trim, middle-aged woman wearing an apron came to the door.

 “Mrs. Nash? I am Louisa Abernethy Jones from the Vindicator. May I come in?”

 “Stephen, the lady from the newspaper is here.”
 
 An equally trim man of the same vintage, wearing slippers and a cardigan sweater, shuffled into 
the living room. He shook hands with Louisa and showed her to an armchair decked with a doily and an 
embroidered pillow. On the wall hung a wedding photograph, in which Mrs. Nash wore a white dress and 
Mr. Nash wore a white naval uniform. The fireplace mantel was crowded with photographs in tiny easel 
frames, porcelain figurines, and a shelf clock in the shape of a bell. Side tables bore a cargo of lamps, 
coasters, and bowls. Everything was as neat as a pin. Mr. and Mrs. Nash sat in matching recliner chairs and 
politely faced their visitor.

 “We read about the shooting in Hapsburg,” Mr. Nash said.

 “What a dreadful thing for you all to suffer,” Mrs. Nash said.

 “A tragedy,” Mr. Nash said.

 “And it happened on a Sunday,” Mrs. Nash said.

 “As you know,” Louisa said, “your son sang in the choir that Ralph Willis directed. He was also 
present at the house in the afternoon. He helped plant some bushes.”

 “That’s Gary,” Mrs. Nash said. “Always ready to lend a helping hand.”

 “That’s the way we raised our children,” Mr. Nash said, “all four of them.”

 “Gary is the baby,” Mrs. Nash said.

 “You should stop calling him a baby,” Mr. Nash said. “He’s twenty-four years old, for Christ’s sake.”

Mr. and Mrs. Nash
ROBERT BOUCHERON

>>
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 “Please refrain from using profanity in this house,” Mrs. Nash said. “You know I don’t like it. And 
Mrs. Jones may take offense.”

 “Was Gary a friend of Ralph Willis?”

 “He mentioned him,” Mr. Nash said.

 “Gary phoned or came home once a week,” Mrs. Nash said. “He was very good about staying 
in touch and keeping us abreast. He was flattered when Mr. Willis asked him to sing at his Christmas 
concert.”

 “St. Giles is an Episcopal church,” Louisa said. “Did that bother you?”

 “We raised our children Southern Baptist,” Mr. Nash said, “the church we attend. “What they do 
after they leave home is up to them.”

 “Gary works as a nurse at the regional hospital, is that correct?”

 “Yes,” Mrs. Nash said. “He completed all the requirements to be a registered nurse, the four-year 
degree and the license examination. I guess he’s been at the hospital for over a year.”

 “Two years,” Mr. Nash said.

 “You know, when Gary was a little boy, he brought home injured birds and animals and nursed 
them back to health. He had a knack for it. The poor little things would quiver and shake. They were 
terrified and in pain. He fed them and kept them warm, and in a few days, they recovered enough to go 
back to the wild.”

 “Except for that squirrel,” Mr. Nash said. “It jumped out of the cardboard box, and we chased it all 
over the house. It was faking.” 

 “We thought he might become a veterinarian,” Mrs. Nash said. “But he announced on Career Day 
at the high school that he wanted to be a nurse. It might have been a documentary he saw on television 
on the healing arts.”

 “Why not a doctor?” Louisa asked.

 “He wasn’t that good of a student,” Mr. Nash said. “Four years of college and then four years of 
medical school is a slog. Then who knows how many years of residency. Hell, I barely made it through an 
associate degree.”

>>

>>

Mr. and Mrs. Nash
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 “Watch your language, please,” Mrs. Nash said. “He set a realistic goal and he achieved it. Better 
not to aim too high and miss. We’re proud of Gary, as we are of all our children.”

 “He’s also a talented singer?”

 “He was always musical,” Mrs. Nash said. “Even as a toddler he crooned. He imitated what he 
heard on records and made up little songs.”

 “You sang all the time,” Mr. Nash said. “Nursery rhymes and nonsense. He picked it up from you.”

 “I suppose,” Mrs. Nash said. “Now there’s no one to sing to. Gary sang in the church youth choir 
and in school. He wasn’t good at reading music, though.”

 “He wasn’t good at reading, period,” Mr. Nash said. “According to his teachers.”

 “When he mentioned Ralph Willis and possible friendship, did that concern you?”

 “Do you mean an older man and a younger man?” Mrs. Nash said.

 “Gary is gay,” Mr. Nash said.

 “We knew from an early age,” Mrs. Nash said. “Almost before he did. Do you disapprove, Mrs. 
Jones?”
 “My only concern is getting the facts.”

 “In a way,” Mrs. Nash said, “we were glad that he found someone. It was a relief.”

 “Do you think Gary saw Ralph as a financial source?”
 
 “A sugar daddy?” Mr. Nash said. “Gary has a good job. If anything, he earns more as a nurse than 
Willis did.”

 “Gary disappeared shortly after the shooting. Do you have any idea why or where he went?”
 
 Husband and wife exchanged glances. Mr. Nash nodded.
 
 “Mr. Willis and he had scheduled a vacation,” Mrs. Nash said, “for last week in Philadephia. It 
was a way to get acquainted, he said. Gary had lunch with us on Sunday. He normally works Sunday night 
at the hospital, the graveyard shift, but he was able to get a last-minute substitute. He could start his 
vacation a day early. He drove back to Hapsburg to help Mr. Willis plant the bushes. They were to leave by 

>>

>>

Mr. and Mrs. Nash
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train Monday. They had tickets and a hotel reservation.”

 “We got a panicky phone call Monday night,” Mr. Nash said. “Something had happened to Willis, 
and he couldn’t go. So Gary was going by himself. He phoned again a few days later from the hotel. By 
then, we had seen the newspaper. He wanted to let us know that he was okay. We didn’t discuss the 
shooting.”

 “Have you seen your son since then?” Louisa asked.

 “Briefly,” Mrs. Nash said. “He said he found a place to stay near the hospital. He was tired of 
commuting from Hapsburg.”

 “Is there a way for me to contact him?”

 “He’ll be at the apartment tomorrow morning to pack,” Mrs. Nash said. “A mover will be there for 
the furniture.”

 “We would appreciate it if you keep this information quiet,” Mr. Nash said. “In other words, the 
police don’t need to know.”

 “I promise to protect your son’s privacy.” Louisa stood. “I have a drive ahead of me, so I ought to 
go. It was a pleasure to meet both of you.”

 “One more thing,” Mr. Nash said. “Gary never handled a gun. None of our kids did.”

 “We oppose violence and weapons of all kinds,” Mrs. Nash said, “including toys. Killing people is 
not a game, even in pretend.”

>>

Mr. and Mrs. Nash

ROBERT BOUCHERON is an architect in Charlottesville, Virginia. His academic degrees are Harvard, B. A. 
in English, and Yale, M. Arch. His stories, essays, and book reviews appear in 2014 in Belle Rêve, Bangalore 
Review, Commonline Journal, Coup d’État, Digital Americana, Digital Papercut, Lowestoft Chronicle, Out-
side In Literary & Travel, Piedmont Virginian, Poydras Review, Ray’s Road Review, Short Fiction, and Work 
Literary Magazine.
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Both parents (but especially my father – the renowned Chemist B.B. Harris and to a slightly lesser extent 
the late culinary cuisine queen Harmit Harms Kuritsky - the gal whose troth he pledged while holding 
some bubbling sinister looking flask in hand on their first guinea pig type date) encouraged incurred 
genetic yen that burned from without the buns of this son!

No matter a bit tentative to experiment willy-nilly (wonka-like) with rather explosive material, I received 
truckloads of ammunition (in tandem with benevolent benediction) to foster dare devil and derelict 
pyromaniac precocity!

Those formative forays assaying, assessing and carefully calibrating this, that or the other liquid or 
powdery substance found me meticulously measuring and weighing the substances using kitchen midden 
malodorous kid gloves!

Frequent disappointment arose from yours truly as well as momma and papa when the net result (of 
these early attempts to blend powders and/or liquids) merely fizzled and self extinguished into a near 
inaudible poof!

Continual daily practice eventually bore successful fruit in the form of near perfect results!

Success in the hotly contested field sans Pyrotechnics requires a striking resemblance to any other 
vocation. One must be able, eager, ready and willing to maintain that burning passion no matter any 
unforeseen setbacks or heat from an objectionable source!

I do sheepishly admit to (ahem) you that on occasion the outcome went awry! Nonetheless, they prided 
their potential fire branded wizard in the making with kudos and praise with DYNAMITE!

Practice from indiscriminately creating unpredictable concoctions, these lethally marshaled nonchalant 
opportunities provided quintessentially random results though usually very wimpy!

As proof positive and proud testimony, they proudly pointed (upward) to the kitchen ceiling. There such 
handiwork practically covered the entire ceiling with variegated splotches!

Quite accurate to assume that father and mother coached, goaded, and nurtured exploratory ambitions 
and tried not to stifle (at least consciously or deliberately) my early stage ambition toward a scientific 
artiste bent!

As a home schooled and (to some extent self taught chemically romanced muralist), I grew up (not 
surprisingly) in a Unitarian household that paid close attention also adhered to the pioneer spirit!
The near limitless boundaries of life, liberty and the pursuit of understanding an underlying credo, which 

This Accidental Arsonist
MATTHEW HARRIS

>>
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allowed, enabled and provided one near endless experimentation even at the risk of life and limb.
Aside from nearly burning down the house amidst talking heads practically in dire straits, an instinctive 
reflex found me immolating myself, occasionally singeing the canine fur of Lady, Schultz, or Socrates, 
etcetera no frightful catastrophic outcomes occurred thru the milieu of mixing deceptively harmless 
looking inert raw materials!

Trial and error (quite successful with the latter) via blithely cooking dicey elements forming goulash 
hiccuping laboratory mishmash practically eliminated any pained regret to take daring risks (such as 
getting married – ha) in later life!

Despite this favorable and lovable upbringing, my mother (ever the protector and/or proctor of our family 
and an excellent chef boy r dee to boot) still managed to insinuate (as gently as possible) the necessity to 
be careful when igniting flammable materials lest some uncontrollable conflagration ensue.

She (mom) did frequently confess to feeling ever so slightly jittery and uneasy with my slapdash 
amateurish home brewed pyrotechnics and much preferred to steer my attention toward a safer hobby 
such as the edible objet’s d’arts i.e., the much more drab field per how to present and aesthetically 
appealing and nutritious meal.

Fondness to prepare food and pretend to be a faux renowned cook (this confession admitted rather baldly 
and obviously deduced) actually competed for my most favorite avocation activity and spare leisure time!
In other words, this chap did relish designing his own recipes mainly from leftovers in tandem with 
unpronounceable multi-syllabic organic compounds that filled numerous sized dishes and aged apothecary 
bottles respectively.

Without question though, the passion plus less riskier factor to combine and potchka dry and wet 
ingredients together did rank as a considerably safer medium that still allowed, enabled and provided me 
an equal opportunity to test reactions, than those earlier iterated potentially explosive hazards.

Nonetheless, my cavalier crusading overactive appetite, hunger and thirst to discover causative outcomes 
(even with purportedly innocuous looking household cleaning supplies or easily acquired inert materiel) 
nearly witnessed an apocalypse at blank Level Road on one particular occasion our domicile to become 
rent asunder into an ashen funeral pyre, yet for the grace of some divine force no family members nor 
pets succumbed from smoke.

Best for me to sprinkle this expose with the essential highlights and let the reader be amused (and 
chuckle to her/himself at how she/he possibly conducted a similar antic during their age of innocence and 
precocious childhood) with miraculous intervention from the pranks of yesteryear.

Although decades now removed from the inferno in question, I can still vividly recall the horrific shell 

>>

>>

This Accidental Arsonist
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shocked sensation that nearly paralyzed my being and kept me stock still for what seemed like eons.
Mere fractal like fragments just barely recollected upon that indelible frightful charred brush with death!

Unsure even to this day, what exactly sparked the fiery maelstrom. Only vague hypothesis can be 
formulated quite some decades post that near cataclysmic event!

Perhaps the dial to bake or broil got set overly high. Maybe while the need to use the bathroom could not 
be deferred one more second, the rising contents inside a pan splattered over the side? This possibly set 
an eruption in motion?

Anyway after the flames got extinguished even the most hardened and skilled sleuth found great difficulty 
to pinpoint the source even after spending countless hours sifting thru the scorched rubble. As a result, all 
fingers immediately pointed at yours truly!

I can still recall with clarity that loud and near deafening boom, which blasted off the oven door.

Sounds from this out rage mimicked angry birds cawing, whereby forked flames shot and spiked out in 
all directions. Hot embers of fire burst forth with scintillating fascination (including accompanying pops) 
like some July forth celebration. In addition, an intense heat nearly melted the paint off the walls, but 
mercifully managed to stay clear of those frescoes a la king!

Fire engines raced, aligned chutes and ladders (none felt sorry to monopolize the crisis), and broke 
windows to rescue and give candy cane striped marshmallows to those trapped inside. This treat (a little 
trick of the trade) known to help stick-to-itiveness whenever havoc struck, especially pertaining to the 
hungry licking fiery sharp toothed flames in the throes of consuming innocent lives from the paws and 
maws of death

Thank Dog Smoky the Bear sprung out of thick choke filled air! Although considered a fictitious character, 
he donned life like qualities that quickly muted this mortal male!

Although rather squeamish to pay obeisance to hero worship, I duly attest that these series of unfortunate 
found me (a mere measly bipedal hominid reduced to muttering ruff doggerel) cowering in the face of said 
action figure stamping out vestigial smoldering embers upon the alter of Ares threatening the warp and 
woof extant on this animal planet!

No matter this innocuous spark triggered an out of control fatal impact inflaming bark to be stripped from 
weeping willow, other flora and fauna just barely managed to escape the wrath of being scorched.

All creatures great and small thankfully survived this serious conflagration from a potentially deadly 
demise!

>>

>>

This Accidental Arsonist
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So… any amateur explosive scientists wannabe please be mindful to match your wits with unexpected 
dangers that could unwittingly spark a raging and possibly towering inferno.

>>

This Accidental Arsonist

MATTHEW SCOTT HARRIS (the second offspring and only son of boyce and the late harriet harris) made 
his unheralded debut on a brutally cold January thirteenth! Once awareness blossomed within thee Iris 
of each eye, Mother Nature with his proclivity to become most grounded when basking in the seasonal 
pastel of sounds and smells! This predilection a rose and stemmed from self-propelled exposure to fauna 
and flora. His father - employed as a mechanical engineer with general electric - heard the powerful lungs 
of this gangly newborn prior to being permitted to cradle said nada so terrible infant! Born in Cincin-
nati, Ohio, this sole son spent the majority of his existence at two rural areas fifty plus four years ago! 
Extreme shyness in tandem with a congenital speech defect (submucous cleft palate) seemed to alien-
ate him from other classmates. He graduated without any vocational idea (despite an ignoble attempt 
to fail - and yet got promoted nonetheless), and then endured parental wrath equal ultimatums with 
scathing expletive filled lectures! The absence of clear-cut goals found him enrolling and withdrawing 
from countless colleges and/or universities. Delay with interpersonal success accompanied like a dark 
shadow creeping closer like the edge of night!
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I’m called a homicide detective, but more often than not I’m an accident detective, or a suicide detective. 
Lots of people wonder why suicides need investigation. With homicides everyone’s got an answer, an alibi, 
a motive. With suicide, your victim, suspect and witness are all dead and you don’t have anyone with any 
answers, just a lot of questions.

Suicide is all disappointing for everyone involved, especially me because I have a case that doesn’t need to 
be wrapped up but a lot of questions that I still have to answer.

The strangest suicide I ever had to deal with was the suicide of Randolph Pink, who you’d know better as 
Calico Pink the Sky Raider, best barnstormer to ever fly across the dust-covered farms of the American 
Midwest. Calico was a hero; one of many worshipped aeronautical acrobats in a chapter of American 
history witnessed and remembered only by eight-year-old kids in hand-me-down overalls.

I just happened to be one of those kids in hand-me-downs, growing up with nothing to do but watch a 
newsreel of Calico Pink’s Sky Raiders over and over in a dark theatre, the roaring air conditioning unit 
serving as sound effects for the screaming airplane motors.

I hadn’t just seen every newsreel on Calico, but read every book and every news article. Calico had been 
a fighter ace over the trenches, scoring a total of thirty-seven downed planes before shooting down, and 
being shot down by, the German Ace Rudolph Ganzer. According to legend, they met peacefully on the 
way back to their respective lines and exchanged praise and complimented each other. They agreed to 
allow the other peace in the sky for the rest of the war, and unite after the war ended.

In 1920 they started Randolph & Rudolph’s Flying Circus, and they immediately became one of the most 
hated barnstorming acts across the country. They terrorized small towns like the one I grew up in, buzzing 
over homes and farms, storming barns they didn’t have permission to storm, landing in a rutabaga field 
and destroying half the crop. To placate the furious crowds their antics attracted, they offered plane rides 
for two dollars, and pretty girls were only a dollar seventy-five. They’d seduce them into the air, and later 
that night seduce them into bed.

After a year or so Randolph and Rudolph legitimized. They added a nearly dozen other pilots to their 
touring show, and they changed their name to The Sky Raiders. After countless journalists mixed up the 
names Randolph and Rudolph, Randolph adopted the stage name Calico Pink, painted his plane the color, 
and their new group literally took off. Every town across the American South and Midwest begged the 
Sky Raiders to fly into town, to brighten their lives, to bless the parents of shyer daughters with some 
grandchildren.

That is more or less what brought The Sky Raiders to my hometown of Trappashax. With a brand new air 
field built for crop dusting, I knew they would arrive sooner than later, every color airplane buzzing over 

Calico Pink
NATHANIEL HENDRICKS

>>
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the town before landing on the brand new tarmac.

The night before their first show in Trappashax I walked four miles to the airfield to see the flock of planes 
parked along the landing strip. I climbed up a fence post and hugged barbed wire to watch the pilots 
perform maintenance on their engines. Rudolph, in his signature red jacket, escorted a group of esteemed 
guests—the mayor, the minister, the town’s richest businessmen and their wives—around the planes, 
introducing pilots, explaining the unique symbols on each biplane’s tail.

Randolph’s plane had a torch-baring knight.

The pilots twisted rivets and screws and checked their propellers for the audience I was an invisible 
member of. They did it for show, performing meaningless adjustments that only the well-trained eye of an 
airplane-obsessed kid like me would be able to detect, and from several hundred feet away, to boot.
Then out from the hanger strode Calico Pink himself with his thick trademark mustache, his legendary pink 
flying helmet with goggles and white scarf, leather jacket down to his jodhpur-clad knees.

Except the jodhpurs were down around his ankles and his leather jacket hung loosely over his drooping 
shoulders. His goggles dangled down on his face, almost denying passage of his mouth to the soon-to-
be-empty bottle of gin he held with a pendulous arm. The other pilots quickly rushed to surround him, 
one pulling up his jodhpurs, another buttoning up his leather coat. Calico fought with them, shoving 
them aside. Rudolph stepped into the fray but Calico shouted and struck Rudy in the nose with the 
bottle. Rudolph stomped away with a bloody face and disappeared into the hanger, leaving Calico and 
the stunned audience to be handled by the remaining members of the Sky Raiders. Several escorted the 
audience away, apologizing and giving excuses they had used many times before.

The few left with Calico attempted to wrestle away the bottle, but Calico, like he was in the air, twisted out 
deftly and regained composure; an instant recovery. He now walked upright and straight, past each of the 
parked biplanes.

I am perhaps the only one who saw what happened next, as the rest of the audience, the known 
audience, was being placed into their cars by the other pilots when this happened, but I still clung to my 
barbed wire post, a backwoods opera box. Calico poured a little gin out onto the landing strip before each 
plane, and gave a salute. He reached his plane, the last one, and smashed the bottle against the nose in a 
divine and classless christening. He saluted, lied down in the shadow of the wing and took a nap.

The next day the entire town stood in that spot against the barbed wire, waiting for the show to begin. 
The pilots taxied out their planes and the crowd cheered, the Technicolor wings lined up and the pilots 
rose from their bucket seats to wave for the audience.

When Calico taxied his plane out onto the runway he stood in his seat, climbed onto the top wing as the 

>>

>>

Calico Pink
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plane rolled down the runway, waving to the audience, blowing kisses and bowing as he balanced on 
the wing while passing the other planes. Then he hopped down into his cockpit to lead the pilots into a 
perfect ascent.

This was the first time I had ever seen an airplane take off that wasn’t in a newsreel. And the planes stayed 
up in that sky for hours, tying knots with smoke, buzzing the crowd, cartwheeling, barrel rolling, touching 
down before bouncing back up.

Each pilot took to a corner of the sky and, with tight twists and curls, each drew their emblems against the 
blue. An Ace, a fleur-de-lis, a Gaelic knot, a crossed heart, etcetera.

Last, Calico’s pink biplane soared away to a portion of blank canvas sky and began to write. With a biplane 
like that, so majestic, handled like a tamed beast, I forgot about the whole night before, the site of a 
drunken Calico fighting off his own men. Calico spelled the first letter against the deep blue sky:

B

And he twirled out before beginning the next letter, writing in flawless cursive:

I

This was the real Calico, a hero, not a drunk. The man I saw drunk was Randolph, that man clutching the 
controls to that biplane thousands of feet in the air was Calico Pink, who spelled the next letter:

T

Nothing as minor, as silly, as common as a drunken spectacle could take away from Calico’s greatness. A 
mistake does not change a man, does not make him someone else, nor expose who he truly is.

C

The audience’s hush of anticipation defiantly switched modes to a hush of apprehension, confusion.

H

And Calico spun out of the H to cross and dot the T and I before climbing upward, toward the sun, leaving 
behind him in the bright blue sky, written in puffy white calligraphy, “Bitch.”

Calico flew higher until you could not see his plane for the blinding sunlight, only hear the straining 
engines buzzing faint, sounding more like the air conditioning at the Emerald Theatre, a buzzing at the 

>>

>>

Calico Pink
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edge of our atmosphere.

And the plane stalled and the motor stopped and Calico turned into a nosedive and the noise of cartoon 
descent, like a slide-whistle, was the only sign of what was going on before the spectacle at last became 
visible out of the sun: Calico’s pink bi-plane hurtling toward Earth. All watching held their breath waiting 
for what would surely be Calico’s greatest trick of all his life, to cheat Death so bad the Reaper himself 
would throw his scythe to the ground in a tantrum and jump on it up and down from the shear frustration 
caused him by Calico Pink and his Sky Raiders.

But Calico’s plane slammed into the ground, crushing in on itself like wet cardboard. It didn’t even 
explode, and from the distance made the sound of a dropped carton of eggs.

That was the end of Calico Pink and the Sky Raiders, the end of Rudolph and all the other barnstormers. 
The novelty went away, and with it the audiences, and with them the planes.

Now I solve homicides, or mostly accidents and suicides, for a living. But for every case I’m assigned, I’m 
really just looking for clues, for unconnected dots, that can solve the suicide of Calico Pink.

>>

Calico Pink
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I grew up on a quiet street in a quiet town. Nothing much happened except for the occasional garage sale 
or walking marathon. My family didn’t participate in either event.

One day, my younger brother and I rode our bikes through our neighbourhood meadow, a place with 
walking paths that joggers would frequent. Further down, there was a ravine surrounded by rocks. My 
brother and I liked to jump from rock to rock, and he would show off that he could jump on every second 
rock. Although he was younger, he was a natural athlete with long legs that allowed him to run faster, 
jump higher, and warrant the admiration of our dad.

“Mike, watch this!” he shouted, his perfect squat leveled almost artistically, his arms hanging back, poised 
for a high jump. With his shoes planted on the flattest part of a rock almost three times his size, he sprang 
up so high I thought he would be in the air a lot longer. Seconds later, his shoes were planted again on the 
third rock.

I thought I dreamt it. He looked like a superhero, piercing the summer sky and landing so softly on a rock 
that was too far away from his starting point. It was the most amazing thing I had ever seen. And in that 
moment, I hated him. Everything he did was so spectacular. I was the older brother and I was supposed to 
take those kinds of risks. So, I did what I thought was my best idea. I sauntered over to the same rock he 
launched from, squatted, threw my arms back, and aimed for the third rock. The next thing I felt was my 
right leg burning. Before looking down, I thought I lost all the skin on my leg.

“Jack!” I yelled. “Jack!” I tried to stop from crying, but it was useless. I sobbed like a toddler. I felt ashamed 
and weak. My face was hot and my body shook. When my crying waned, I realized I couldn’t feel my right 
leg anymore. It was jammed between two rocks. I tried to lift it but every time I pulled on it, I was sure 
more skin was peeling off. “Jack!” I yelled again, scanning around the meadow. The pain quickly melted 
into anger. Where was Jack? How could he leave me like this? Was he hiding? My anger swelled.

“If you don’t come out, I’m gonna tell Mom!” The words sounded so juvenile, so pathetic, but I didn’t care. 
Jack hated getting in trouble. I was sure these words would lure him out from wherever he was hiding. But 
Jack was nowhere.

Finally, I caught flashes of fuchsia and lime green. Mrs. Wheeler and Mrs. Delvecchio were in their high-
end jogging gear, laughing about something.

“Help!” I yelled.

Mrs. Wheeler looked over and frowned. She pointed at me and Mrs. Delvecchio said something. I think it 
was “holy shit.”

The Meadow
LEE MITCHELL
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They ran over and gasped.

“Mike! What happened?” Mrs. Wheeler said.

“Are you okay?” Mrs. Delvecchio said. “How did this happen?” She crouched down and put her hand on 
my right leg. “It’s really stuck. How did it squeeze in?”

“What were you doing?” Mrs. Wheeler said. “Were you jumping on the rocks?”

Mrs. Delvecchio raised her eyebrow and shook her head.

“No,” I lied. “I was just walking on a rock and I tripped.”

“Mhmmm,” Mrs. Wheeler said.

I wanted to punch her in the face. This was no time to question me. I just wanted to get out of the 
meadow, go home, and tell on Jack.

Mrs. Wheeler perched herself on the rock I was sitting on, wrapped her arms around me, and pulled.
“OW!”

Mrs. Delvecchio said, “maybe we should get some Crisco.”

“I don’t have Crisco,” Mrs. Wheeler said. “You think coconut oil would work? I use it for everything.”

“You can do a lot with coconut oil…I read somewhere that it helps prevent Alzheimer’s!”

“Are you kidding me right now?” I said. “Just get me out of here!”

“Michael Carrington,” Mrs. Wheeler said. “That is no way to speak to your elders.”

“Especially elders who can either save you or leave you,” Mrs. Delvecchio laughed.

“How is that even funny?” I said.

“It’s a little funny,” Mrs. Wheeler said, letting out a small snort.

“OK, I have an idea,” Mrs. Delvecchio said. “I’ll pull his leg while you pull him up.”

“Count of three,” Mrs. Wheeler said. “One, two, three!”

>>

>>
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I shut my eyes and screamed. If I felt like I lost skin before, it was as though I lost bone now.

“Fuck!” I yelled.

“Young man!” Mrs. Delvecchio said. “There is no need for that language.”

I looked down at my leg. Two deep gashes running down from the middle of my shin to my ankle. Some 
skin hung. No bone showing. I sighed, suddenly overwhelmed with exhaustion, relief, happiness…until…
“Have you seen Jack?”

Mrs. Wheeler unwrapped her arms from me and helped me down from the rock. “I don’t think so. Was he 
with you before?”

“Yeah, we were riding our bikes.” I limped to my bike with Mrs. Delvecchio holding me up. “Jack’s bike isn’t 
here.”

“Maybe he rode back home to tell your parents you were in trouble,” Mrs. Wheeler said.

I felt better. Until I got home.

“Jack!” I called out from the hallway.

My mom was dusting the living room and came over when she heard me. “What happened?” she said, her 
eyes widening.

“Carol, we found him with his leg stuck between two rocks,” Mrs. Wheeler said.

“It’s a good thing we were there,” Mrs. Delvecchio said. “Especially after that terrible story in the paper 
from this morning.”

“Oh, Mike, sweetheart,” my mom almost whispered. She pulled me close to her chest and hugged me. 

“I’m so happy you’re safe. Thank you for helping my boy.”

“Hey, that’s what neighbours are for,” Mrs. Wheeler said.

The women hugged Mom and left.

After Mom cleaned and bandaged my wound, I asked where Jack was.

>>
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“I think he’s in his room,” she said. “Where else would he be?”

“Mom, we rode our bikes to the meadow together, remember?”

“Oh.” She frowned. “I guess he came back without you. Why wouldn’t he tell me you were hurt?”

“You saw him come back?”

When she struggled for an answer, I limped upstairs and opened the door to his bedroom. No one. “Jack?” 
I said. Nothing.

I limped back downstairs, hanging on to the railing for support. “Mom? Jack’s not home.”

“You know,” she said. “Come to think of it, he didn’t come back early. Are you sure he didn’t go looking for 
help? Maybe he went back to the meadow.”

Mom called Dad and explained what happened. She hung up and said Dad was on his way to the meadow 
to look for Jack. He called back and Mom suggested he look around the neighbourhood.

After a police investigation and countless news stories, there was still no sign of Jack. The case grew cold.

Two years later, I went back to the meadow. I realized I had never been to the meadow without Jack, until 
now. I walked and walked until I got lost. Jack and I never ventured this far into the woods. There were no 
jogging trails. No manicured rose gardens. No friendly neighbours. Just trees, branches, and dirt. I walked 
even further, and soon, I was running. I ran so hard and so fast that I thought my legs would fall off. I kept 
running until my body collapsed onto the dirt.

I sat there for a long time. Two wheels poked through the Earth, a few feet away. I stood, walked over, and 
bent down. I dug through the dirt and pulled on the wheels. It was Jack’s bike.

That was the last time I saw the meadow.

>>
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She pulled a hand from her eyes and held the edge of the down comforter against her nose. The whir of 
electronics clicked from the next room. A car’s headlights crawled across the wall.

Where are you? Sandyyy.

She dove deep beneath the sheets, the sweat forming a ring in the fabric.

I can see you. Sandy, Sandy, Sandy. Come out, let’s play.

The first psychologist, a kindly old man with steel wool hair, had suggested an anxiety-related psychosis 
brought-on by stress at her job. It made sense; driving the bus around those parts could be not only 
stressful but dangerous. Last month during a blizzard, a kindergartner had slipped in front of the bus and 
broken their femur. Luckily, the highways had been salted and an ambulance arrived in time. The sandman 
made his first appearance only four days later.

On the first night he arrived, she’d gone to bed early after having another fight with Mark. Something 
about his mother, although her memories had grown so foggy she couldn’t quite recall. She’d taken an 
Ativan, poured some red wine, and filled the room with lavender-scented oil. That’s when he arrived.

“What can you tell me about the... uh, Sandman was it?” The second psychologist was not nearly as 
approachable as the first. A stern, straightforward woman in her mid-fifties, who provided about as much 
comfort as a rock.

“Yes,” Sandy said. “At least that’s what he called himself.”

What did she remember? The freezing cold touch, the draining presence, the horrible suffocation of his 
crushing fingers, albeit invisible, on her neck. Black... all black, save the glowing, amber eyes.

Mark only knew about him. He would take her calls in the middle of the night to come over, and arrive 
with open arms. “Calm down, sweetheart. It was just your imagination.”

Of course it was. But she could shake the sinking feeling of doubt when she glanced back towards her 
bedroom door, the entrance to both her and his domain. “He was there,” she’d say. “He was there... just 
beyond the shadows. I felt him, I swear it.”

The last time Mark stayed over they’d been at a movie. Although he lived only three blocks away, she’d 
needed him that night.

“I have to get up early tomorrow,” he said. But she pulled out the wine glasses anyway.

Just Beyond the Shadows
EVELYN WARD
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Hours later, they rested on her bed, exhausted from throws of passion. Sandy laid on top of Mark’s 
stomach, tracing small circles on his skin with her finger.

Sandyyy...

“He’s here.”

Mark’s eyes darted to the corner of the room. “Where?” Sandy, suddenly rigid and cold, stepped out of 
bed.

Come out, come out, wherever you are.

“Sandy, there’s no one here.”

She was on her hands and knees now, crawling along the bedroom floor, in a dazed panic. Mark hopped 
out of bed and switched-on the lights. Everything was ordinary -- except Sandy. She stood in a strange, 
angled formation, her face twisted in a devious grin.

“He’s here, Mark. Inside.”

Mark moved slowly and offered a hand. “Honey, let’s just sit down and talk about this.”

Her eyes locked on his face.

Let’s have some fun.

***

Sandy awoke with a start, the comforter nearly suffocating her. The alarm was just about to go off. Another 
sleepless night.

She moved to the kitchen and checked her phone; still no messages or calls from Mark. It’d been close to 
three weeks now. As she poured herself some coffee, she tried to think of their last encounter, any signals 
that things were headed south. She sipped it slowly.

Another one bites the dust.

 

>>
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOSHUA KING

“I wish I could write as mysterious as a cat.” - Edgar Allan Poe
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY RACHEL MOSEY

“Fiction is the truth that lies inside.” - Stephen King
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY STAZI Q

“The whole house seemed to exhale a melancholy breath of emptiness.” - Michael Chabon
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY DYLAN RANDOLPH

“Very few of us are what we seem.” - Agatha Christie
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY LUIS RUBIO

“There is nothing more deceptive than an obvious fact.” - Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
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